Organizational meeting of the participants of the international project "SIBERIA" at the Labor Safety Scientific Research Institute in Yekaterinburg, 30 – 31 August 2000.
FIELD TEST SIBIRIA

Organizers of the project:

- Centre for Statutory Accident Insurance and Prevention of the Building Industry of Rhineland and Westphalia (BG Bau)
- Labor Safety Scientific Research Institute in Yekaterinburg, Russia

Companies that provided clothes for the purposes of the field test:

- (USA)
- (Sweden)
- (Denmark)
Distribution of test participants by industry:

- Extraction and transportation of gas: 32%
- Surface mining: 20%
- Power industry: 17%
- Oil extraction: 18%
- Underground mining: 8%
- Mine rescuers: 5%
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Three-layer packet of clothes
Underwear (first layer) provided by the company “Ullfrotte”
Outerwear of the company WENAAS provided for tests to the workers of “Surgutneftegaz”

Outerwear of the company WENAAS provided to the gasmen of “Surgutgasprom” and “Nadimgasprom”
The clothes of the company KANSAS provided to the workers of the industrial enterprises “Sevuralbauxitesruda”, “ALROSA” and branches of “Tumenenergo”.

FIELD TEST “SIBIRIA”
The clothes of the company FRISTADS provided to the workers of “Tumenenergo”, “Syrgut electric networks” and “North electric networks”
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The GORE-TEX membrane
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Industrial enterprises participating in the field test:

- "Surgutgasprom"
- "Surgutneftegaz"
- "Sevuralbauxitesruda"
- "Tumenenergo"
- Company "ALROSA"
- "Nadimgasprom"
- MMRU of the Urals and MMRU of the North-East
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Company "ALROSA"
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“Surgutgasprom”
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"Surgutneftegas"
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“Tumenenergo”
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“Sevuralbauxitesruda”
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MMRU of the Urals and MMRU of the North-East Region
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Discussion of the “Siberia” project results in the Ministry of Labour, Moscow, 2002
Thank You!